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More and more suppliers are offering online customisation for various production technologies: 3D
printing, machining, injection moulding, etc. Customers can, for example, upload a 3D product
model and submit specifications to immediately receive a price quote and delivery time. This not
only concerns companies with their own production capacity (e.g. 247Tailorsteel and Protolabs),
but also online marketplaces with an extensive partner network (e.g. Xometry and Facturee). We
call these new business models Manufacturing as a Service (MaaS).

What do you think about MaaS? Let us know

As part of a European study (MASTT2040) , we would like to collect your experiences
with MaaS. You can participate by completing our online survey. A big thanks in
advance!

Share your MaaS insights here

 

https://www.sirris.be/
https://www.sirris.be/en/inspiration/manufacturing-service-not-your-concern
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=EtfB1MLo30-rzhiAWJG1sFlBqXclHXNDmqWBKxxU_RdUNTVKTE9HQ0dLS0g1TkMzMkc0OTlOOVNSNS4u


What is the difference between MaaS and traditional supply?

The three greatest differences between MaaS and traditional supply are the simplicity of the online
services (customers are unburdened), the transparency (customers can track their orders online)
and the speed (customers immediately receive a quote and orders are delivered very quickly).

What do you need in order to provide MaaS?

To offer MaaS services, your business processes require thorough digitalisation and automation.
This applies to all processes – from quotation generation to work preparation, production planning
and logistics. A large available production capacity is also essential so that you can quickly meet
the customer’s specific needs.

These significant investments in advanced software tools and automated production equipment
mean that you cannot simply copy and integrate the MaaS concept into your own organisation.

Challenges for MaaS companies

There is indeed a market for the on-demand rapid delivery of customised parts – and that market
keeps growing. MaaS companies can respond to and exploit this easily thanks to the above
advantages. After all, and for the time being in any case, they mainly focus on activities that are
easy to scale up and digitise. Think, for instance, of typical machine operations where quotations
and work preparation can take place according to automatic rules and where direct customer
contact is limited.

This still leaves plenty of room for manual operations (such as assembly and welding work),
complex work preparation requiring in-depth knowledge, and operations where added value is
created through close collaboration with the customer (such as engineering work).

Do you have any questions about MaaS? Or would you like to get started with it
yourself?

Our whitepaper “Manufacturing-as-a-Service, threat or opportunity for your SME?” offers
a deeper insight into the various aspects of the theme. Or you can contact our MaaS
expert, Pieter Kesteloot project coordinator of MASTT2040.
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